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ABSTRACT. The effect of the practice of rounding non-integer weights in bootstrapping complex sam-
ples form finite populations is investigated by means of an extended simulation study. The extent to
which rounding can interfere with basic bootstrap principles as well as with the formal properties of the
final bootstrap estimate are evaluated. Indications and recommendations on application of this method
are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Bootstrap method is a popular tool for numerically assessing estimators accuracy, confidence
intervals and p-values. In order to provide reliable results for survey sampling inference, fea-
sible adaptations of the basic bootstrap algorithm accounting for the non-iid nature of data are
required. Recent literature suggests the use of a weighting system in the resampling and/or es-
timation procedure (Antàl and Tillé (2011), Beaumont and Patak (2012), Ranalli and Mecatti
(2012)). Integer weights guarantee analytical properties however in practical applications this
is seldom the case. Two suggestions recur in the literature to deal with non-integer weights:
randomization and systematical rounding. Randomization would require a further step added
on top of the boostrap algorithm, thus affecting its computational efficiency. This step can be
avoided by rounding non-integer weights to the nearest integer, according to some systemat-
ical rule (Chauvet (2007), Barbiero and Mecatti (2009)). Both solutions affect the bootstrap
process as well as the final boostrap estimates to an unknown extent; moreover, they violate
basic bootstrap principles such as the mimicking principle and the plug-in approach. In this
work we concentrate on rounding for dealing with non integer weights as the computation-
ally preferable option, our main aim being to produce empirical evidence of the extent of its
effects.

2 METHODS

We focus on non-iid samples of size n from a finite population U = {1, ...,k, ...,N} selected
without replacement under a random design where each population unit is assigned a spe-



cific probability πk to be included in the sample. We adopt the popular approach based on
weighting each sampled unit by the inverse of its own inclusion probability π

−1
k (Holmberg

1998) in order to produce an empirical population U∗ where to perform resampling. The
pseudo-population U∗, usually named the bootstrap population, is intended to mimick the
parent population U according to fundamental bootstrap principles such as the mimicking
and the plug-in approach (Hall (1992)). According to the same principles, the resampling
design should mimick the original sampling. The creation of the bootstrap population, the
resampling and the final estimates produced by the bootstrap process depend on the weights
π
−1
k , whether integer or to be rounded.

We have investigated the magnitude of the rounding effect on the bootstrap estimate of the
variance of the Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator for the mean of a study variable through
an extended simulation exercise.
A toy example that grants inclusion probabilities leading to integer weights was created and
several scenarios were considered. Particularly gradual departures were generated from the
’perfect’ integer-weights situation by inducing small to large deviations in the set of inclusion
probabilities so that increasing degrees of rounding were simulated. Two sampling designs
have been considered:

1. constant inclusion probabilities, πk = n/N,∀k ∈U ; and
2. unequal inclusion probabilities, for instance proportional to an auxiliary variable, πk ∝ xk.

Notice that in case 1, rounding affects a single value, i.e. n/N which is the same for all
units in U , and a unique control total, i.e. the bootstrap population size N∗ possibily differing
from the actual population size N. In case 2 the effect might be more severe, since rounding
may occur for multiple values, namely form 1 to n bootstrap weights. Moreover, in case 2
the rounding would affect two control totals, both the bootstrap population size N∗ and the
total of the auxiliary variable X∗ which can depart from the corresponding actual population
counts N and X = ∑k∈U xk.

Numerical methods have been developed in order to find suitable set of inclusion proba-
bilities leading to integer weights in order to build the toy example in both cases 1 and 2, the
latter being clearly more complex so that requiring some analytical and computational effort.
As for the departures from the ideal integer-weights situation when no rounding is needed,
increasingly strong perturbations on the πk were induced: slightly varying the population size
(case 1) or by means of additive stochastic noise from a Uniform distribution with suitable
support (case 2).

3 SIMULATION DESIGN

Population values were generated from a Gamma distribution. In order to investigate scenar-
ios with different variability, several combinations of the distribution parameters were chosen
leading to c.v.= 0.5,1.0 and 1.5. A 5% sampling fraction was chosen in the integer weights
case which has been kept within a tight range (0.05±0.003) in the non-integer case. All the
computations were carried out in R 2.15.2 code, and the packages sampling (Tillé and Matei
(2012)) and BiasedUrn (Fog (2013)) were respectively employed to select unequal probabil-
ity samples and to generate values from non-standard distributions as involved in this study.



The bootstrap methods compared, based on bootstrap population and plug-in approach,
are Chao and Lo (1985) and Ranalli and Mecatti (2012) for case 1 (constant πk) and Holmberg
(1998) and Ranalli and Mecatti (2012) for case 2 (unequal πk).
A set of Monte Carlo indicators was provided for each simulated scenario with the purpose
of investigating the rounding problem under the following respects:

• the mimicking principle: by evaluating distances between the nominal and the post-
rounding characteristics of the bootstrap algorithm, particularly on known population
totals and size as compared to bootstrap populations counts;

• basic bootstrap algorithm properties: particularly the so called bootstrap unbiasedness as
measured by Monte Carlo expectation over HT estimates computed on both the original
sample and the colection of bootstrap samples;

• inferential properties of the final bootstrap estimates for the variance of the HT estimator,
such as biasedness and stability as measured by Monte Carlo relative bias and relative
root mean square error; and

• how good a simulation the bootstrap distribution is for the unknown estimator distribu-
tion in order to provide accurate confidence intervals, by comparing standard normal and
bootstrap percentile confidence interval.

Simulation results give empirical ground for indications and recommendations about
rounding in non-iid bootstrap algorithms either as an actual problem or as an harmless prac-
tice.
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